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Diversey has been, and always will be, pioneers 
and facilitators for life. 
We constantly deliver revolutionary cleaning and 
hygiene technologies that provide total confidence 
to our customers across all of our global sectors. 

Led by Dr. Ilham Kadri, President & CEO, and 
headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina, USA, 
Diversey employs approximately 
9,000 people globally, generating net sales of 
approximately $2.6 billion in 2017. 

For more information, visit 
www.diversey.com or follow us on social media.

The associated products or services are manufactured by or otherwise emanate from Diversey Companies and their subsidiaries and not from Sealed Air.

RTD®

Dispensing System

Dilution control that’s built  
into every bottle.

Adjustable fan  
spray position

Ergonomic trigger
allows for one-hand 

operation

Control knob selects 
high and low spray 
settings

Hanging  
bracket

Foam application
products include

removable and
reusable foam nozzle 

1.5 liter spray

Control knob; selects flow rate

Durable dispensing head

Trigger control with lock
feature on high flow filling

Cart/bucket bracket  
for easy handling

Filling tube

1.5 liter or 5 liter  
container

Vacuum break  
backflow prevention

Quick connect water  
hook-up or 3/4” screw

Ergonomically
designed handle

Spill-TiteTM/MC permanently
attached head & bottle

Durable bottle 
for portable use

1.5 liter or 5 liter fill
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RTD® Dispensing System
Ready To Dispense… The revolutionary maintenance 
free dilution control system that dispenses chemical 
directly from the bottle.

2 x 1.5 L RTD Fill
• Fill Bottles
• Buckets
• Autoscubbers
Ergonomically designed to be 
light weight but still provide 
significant cost savings.

Total Case: 3 L/101 oz.

1 x 5 L RTD Fill
• Fill Bottles
• Buckets
• Autoscubbers
Bulk size packaging that is 
easy to carry and improves 
operational efficiency & cost.

Total Case: 5 L/1.32 Gal.

2 x 1.5 L RTD Spray
• Walls & Floors
• Drains
• Equipment
Light weight and easy to 
hold, spray cleaning chemical 
directly on to the surface.

Total Case: 3 L/101 oz.

2 x 1.5 L RTD Foamer
• Walls & Floors
• Equipment
Generate foam while 
you spray to improve the 
cleaning process in heavy 
soil environments.

Total Case: 3 L/101 oz.

RTD has the body of a chemical cleaner 
but a mind of a dispenser. Simply connect 
the bottle to a water source and you are 
ready to dispense. It is that simple.
RTD® Dispensing System 
Accessories provide optimal 
use of the RTD® System 
through easy-to-install 
wall-mountable product 
basket/holsters as well as the 
quick and easy-to-use water 
hook-up connections.

Reliability 
The RTD Dispensing System requires no 
ongoing service and maintenance. 
Improves reliability by eliminating the impact 
of unexpected maintenance issues that can be 
associated with dilution control equipment.

• A new dispenser with every bottle

• Accurate dispensing with every fill

• No downtime means increased productivity

• “Around-the-clock” reliability

Simplicity
The RTD Dispensing System is ready-to-dispense right out of the box.  
Requires virtually no installation (plumbing, wall mounting or metering tip 
installation). Simply connect to a water source (hose) and use. It’s that easy.  
It’s ready to dispense. 

The patented, hose-end dispensing head found in every container eliminates 
bulky equipment from your operation that takes up valuable space and can clog 
and break down, leading to inconsistent cleaning formulas.

RTD is available  
in four packages:

Cost Control 
The RTD Dispensing System delivers consistent  
cost control. 
•  Low case cost / Reduced inventory

• Elimination of product over-use and spillage

• No equipment investment

• No service or parts cost

• Economical end-use cost

• Minimal training 

RTD is Ready-To-Dispense in 4 Simple Steps: Easy to 
understand icons:

Bucket FillBottle Fill

Low SprayHigh Spray

WaterOff

Read operator’s guide  
and remove form box.

1

1

Connect to water source.

2

Adjust control knob settings 
to bucket or bottle.

3

Fill.

4

Accuracy 
The RTD® Dispensing System delivers consistent 
cleaning performance and compliance every time. 
The RTD® Dispensing System features patented 
integrated metering technology. It operates under a wide 
water pressure range and eliminates costly guess work 
that generates product waste, leads to surface damage 
and can put your facility out of compliance.
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Adaptability 
The RTD Dispensing System is adaptable to 
handle all your dispensing needs. 
RTD provides adaptable flow rates with the 
adjustable settings for spray bottles, mop buckets or 
auto scrubbers and direct spray applications.

Producing your own ready-to-use cleaning solution 
anywhere has never been so easy. With the RTD 
you’re able to adapt to any situation because of 
the portability and ease of connecting to anywhere 
with a water supply. Simply press the ergonomically 
designed trigger, and start dispensing. 

Bottle Fill Bucket Fill

High SprayLow Spray

Designed with Safety in Mind 
The RTD Dispensing System is safe and simple to use. 
The patented design ensures proper usage by eliminating incorrect feed line 
and tip installation. This reduces employee misuse, spillage and overuse.

Spill-TiteTM/MC permanently attached head and bottle, and vacuum 
break backflow prevention are built-in to assure safe operation. Even the 
ergonomically-designed handle provides comfort and ease of use.

When the container is empty, simply remove the dispenser head from the  
quick-disconnect adapter and discard. The RTD Dispensing System can be 
recycled in accordance with local recycling policies.

61 RTU  
spray bottles

One 1.5 L  
RTD bottle
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